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The effect of magnetic breakdown (MB) on the static electric-conductivity tensor (O';k) of metals is 
investigated. The analysis is carried out in the limit k T>1! no (T is the temperature and no is the 
characteristic Larmor frequency) for the case when the electron scattering is mainly by static lattice 
defects. It is shown that under MB conditions the tensor 0'; k is strongly influenced by weak 
microscopic fields produced by extended defects such as dislocations. The basis of the entire analysis 
is the exact quantum kinetic equation (QKE) describing the simultaneous relaxation of the electrons 
on the impurities and extended defects. To derive the QKE, an iteration procedure based on the 
formalism of generating functionals is developed. A detailed investigation of the QKE and the 
calculation of 0'; k are carried out in the limit t imp>!lO 1 (t imp is the electron-impurity relaxation 
time) at an arbitrary ratio of !lo and the characteristic frequency t -I of the "collisions" of the 
electron with the extended defects. To describe the extreme quantum coherent situations, 
characterized by the inequality !lot> 1, an effective kinetic equation is derived, the collision integral 
of which is constructed by averaging over the random MB spectrum and depends significantly on the 
MB probability w. With the aid of this equation it becomes possible, in particular, to obtain a 
closed analytic dependence of O';k on w at timp>i>!lol. It is also shown that in this case some of 
the components of O';k depend only on the impurity parameters. while others depend only on t. We 
investigate in detail the situation !lot < 1, which is characterized by a complete destruction of the 
quantum processes by extended defects. It is shown that it is described completely by the usual 
classical Boltzmann equation (with an electron-impurity collision integral), supplemented at the MB 
sites by boundary conditions that do not depend on t and in which the MB probability enters as a 
stochastic factor. The dependence of 0'; k on w is obtained in this case also in closed form. The 
conditions for experimentally observing the coherent and stochastic situations are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. The first calculation of magnetoresistance of 
metals with allowance for magnetic breakdown (MB)[l] 
was performed by Falicov and Sievert (FS) [2] in the 
relaxation-time (to) approximation on the basis of a 
hypothesis according to which the probability of inter
band tunneling of (MB) was ascribed a stochastic mean
ing, and the electron was regarded as a particle that 
executes random walks over a magnetic-breakdown 
network of classical trajectories in p-space. The FS 
approach is characterized by the appearance of dis
sipative effects, which remain finite as to - 00. This 
stochastic result, as noted in [3], contradicts the pre
dictions of quantum theory, which take direct account 
of certain general properties of the electronic magnetic
breakdown spectrum. A rigorous quantum-mechanical 
calculation of the kinetic coefficients carried out by the 
present author [4] in the to approximation with allowance 
for MB has confirmed in the main the general premises 
of[3], and has shown that the influence of the MB on the 
kinetics of metals is determined even in the "classical" 
limit kT » hno (T is the temperature and no is the 
characteristic Larmor frequency) by the quantum 
phenomenon of multiple coherent scattering of the elec
tron by the MB regions. The quantum coherence of this 
process leads to the contradiction indicated above, 
which cannot be eliminated within the framework of the 
to approximation. 

It was shown in[4] at the same time that weak in
homogeneous macroscopic fields (which are of no 
importance in the usual quasiclassical approach) can 
come forth as unique "latent" parameters that ensure 
applicability of the stochastic FS approach. This state
ment is proved in [4] for the particular case of an in-
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homogeneous macroscopic field. This field, while small 
from the classical point of view, nevertheless produces 
in the phase of the quasiclassical wave function an 
increment with a characteristic value f30 » 1. 

The method used in [4], while demonstrating the im
portant role of the weak macroscopic fields for the 
magnetic-breakdown kinetics of metals, did not lead to 
any definite conclusions concerning the structure of the 
kinetic coefficients in fields with f30 ;S. 1. (As a rule, it 
is precisely these weak fields that are produced in ex
periments by dislocations and other extended crystal 
defects). In this paper we construct the magnetic break
down tensor of the static conductivity (Jik (i, k = x, y, z) 
at arbitrary values of /30' and show that in fields char
acterized by f30 ;S. 1 this tensor can have an entirely 
different form than in the to approximation. The entire 
investigation is carried out here in the limit kT » 1100' 
on the basis of an exact quantum-kinetic equation that 
takes into account electron scattering both by impurity 
centers and by small macroscopic inhomogeneities. 

2. Before we proceed to the exact formulation of the 
problem, we shall describe briefly, following[4,51, the 
main features of the magnetic-breakdown dynamics of 
the electron. Under MB conditions the entire system of 
electron orbits Em (P) = E, Pz = const (Em (p) is the dis
persion law, p is the quasi momentum , m is the number 
of the energy band, E is the electron energy, and Pz is 
the projection of its momentum on the direction of the 
magnetic field H = to, 0, H}) breaks up into a network 
of classical sections (here deSignated by the letters 
a. f3, ... ; the symbol m (a) indicates that the section a 
belongs to the band m), which are interconnected by 
small quantum regions (MB nodes), where the usual 
quasiclassical Hamiltonian Em (P) <P = P - (e/c)A, P is 
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The arrows indicate the directions of mo
tion along the classical trajectories, and the 
intersections of the dashed lines show the 
centers of the MB regions: I and 2 are the 
numbers of the bands, and by is the period 
in p-space. 

the generalized momentum operator and A = {- Hy, 0, O} 
is the vector potential) is not valid. Each MB node joins 
four classical sections (see the examples in the figure) 
and is a unique center of quantum scattering, as a re
sult of which an electron situated in a localized state 
(Ia) or 1/3») in one of the sections a or (3 (m(a) 'I m(tl)) 
that enter into the MB node goes over into a super
position of states la') or 1/3') belonging to the outgoing 
sections a' and /3' (m(a') = mea), m(j:J') = m(!3)): 

la)-+Sa'al a')+s"a I ~'>, I ~>""'sa"la'>+s,',1 ~'>; 
Sa"=S,;,=l't-;;;e;·, Sa,,=-S"a=l'-;, W= exp{-H,(E,p,)IHl. 

(1) 

The form of the parameter Ho was found in [5], the phase 
shift W(H) is inessential in what follows, w(H) is the MB 
probability, and the four scattering amplitudes (1) iorm 
a unitary s matrix, which "joins together" in the sta
tionary case the quasiclassical wave functions on the 
sections a , a " (3, and i3' [5]. According to [5], the time of 
the considered scattering processes is To ~ .fKtI,~l where 
K = el1H/cp~ « 1 is the parameter of the quasiclassical 
theory and Po is the characteristic momentum. 

The eigenyector (1+» of the magnetic-breakdown 
Hamiltonian Yf, determined by the quantum numbers E, 
Pz, Px , can be expressed, accurate to quantities of 
order ~noTo« 1, in the form 

N 

1'l'>=,E aa(E,p, P,) hpa>, 8m(a)(P) hpa>=EI"'a>. (2) 
0;=1 

Formula (2) describes both closed and open one-dimen
sional periodic configurations; in the former case N is 
the number of all the sections a, while in the latter it is 
the total number of sections within one unit cell. The 
quasiclassical functions l1f!a) are constructed in ac
cordance with the standard rules[4,5] in terms of the 
classical motion over the section a. They are so 
normalized that <1f!al1f!a) = Ta , where Ta is the total 
time that the classical particle stays on the section a. 
The coefficient aa is the probability amplitude of finding 
the particle on the a-th section. The amplitudes aa are 
connected with one another by a system of linear equa
tions, which in the case of closed configurations take 
the form [4] 

N 

a.= .EU.a(E,p,)aa, U.a=V.aexpfiSa(E,p,)n-'}, (3) 
a;=S 

N 

.ElaalzTa=1. 
0;=1 

Here sa is the change of the classical action 
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during the time of motion along the entire section a. 
The matrix V ya in (3) is made up in accordance with 
the follOWing rule: in the a -th column of V ya, only two 
elements differ from zero, Va'a = sa 'a and V {3'a 
= s8 'a, where sa'a and sWa are the s-matrix elements 
of that magnetic-breakdown node for which a is the in
coming section, and a I and (3' are the indices of the out
going sections. The last equation of (3) is a consequence 
of the normalization of Iw) to unity. For the case of 
open periodic configurations it is necessary to make 
in (3) the substitution 

V.a .... Va.(Jl') "" V,aexp {iraJl'}, Jl'"",cP,b./enH. (3a) 

Here ra is equal to 1 and - 1 if the incoming section a 
crosses the right and left boundaries of the unit cell, 
respectively (see Figs. b anc c), and ra = 0 in all the 
remaining cases. This dependence of Vya on the 
quantum number Px (Vya (;.t") = V a ($ + 27T)) is the 
result of the requirement that lilt) be periodic in Py (the 
corresponding period is equal to by)' 

Formulas (1)- (3a) play the prinCipal role in the 
proposed theory. They reflect the coherent quantum 
character of the multiple scattering of the electron by 
all the magnetic-breakdown centers, and show that the 
probability amplitudes aa depend essentially on the 
phases of the quasi classical wave functions on the dif
ferent sections a. This circumstance becomes sig
nificantly manifest in the properties of the magnetic
breakdown spectrum, which is determined by the 
equations 

Detll&a,-Ua.(E, p,)II=O, Detll&a,-Ua.(E, p" Jl')II=O. (4) 

The first equation pertains to closed configurations and 
the second to open configurations. In the first case the 
spectrum is of the Landau type, namely a discrete set 
of terms En (pz) (n is the number of the terms and 
lEn + 1 - Enl ~l1no)' which depends on one continuous 
parameter pz. In the second case, the spectrum takes 
the form of "magnetic" bands En (pz ,f) = En (Pz, 
$ + 27T) of broadened Landau levels, with a band width 
-;; l1no' The average transverse velocity in the stationary 
states In, Pz, px) is directed along the x axis and is 
equal to 8En/8Px ' In the general case 18En/8Pxl is 
approximately equal to the characteristic Fermi veloc
ity vo' 

Both types of spectra are characterized by the appear
ance of rapidly oscillating functions exp[iS a(E, Pz)h-1 ] 

in (4). The quantities Sa (E, p z) and their deriva-
tives with respect to Pz and E are generally 
speaking noncommensurate, so that the relative dis
position of the terms E1j (11 == {n, Pz, px}), which are 
the zeroes of the spectral equations (4), depends in 
random fashion on n, Pz, and Px , and undergoes abrupt 
changes when Pz or Px is varied by a small amount 
~ KPo' The same behavior is exhibited by aa (17) and the 
matrix elements of the physical quantities, expressed 
in the 11 representation. In particular, for an arbitrary 
operator 6 = bm (P), whose classical analog bm (P) varies 
over an interval »KPo' we have [4] 

Ta 

b",,= t aa( TJ)a: (TJ/) S bm(a) (P('t"a, E" p,» exp{i(E,,-E,) 't"a}d't"a&p,p; &P,P.'. 
a=l 0 

(5) 

The variable Ta is the time of classical motion over the 
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section a (T c>: = 0 if the particle is located at the start 
of the section). 

2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

In the treatment of low-temperature electric con
ductivity of metals it is customary to take into consid
eration only the scattering of the electrons by point 
defects of the lattice (impurity atoms), and the small 
large-scale fields (U(r» produced by extended crystal 
defects are neglected. In the absence of MB, this neglect 
is justified, since the characteristic change of the 
electron momentum qo due to U ~) is much smaller than 
po' The relaxation due to this scattering occurs within 
"diffusion" times tdif ~ t(pO/qO)2, where ["' is the char
acteristic frequency of the "collisions" of the electron 
in the field U ~). In spite of the fact that under real 
conditions t can be even smaller than the electron
impurityyelaxation time timp' the value of tdif usually 
exceeds t by several orders of magnitude, owing to the 
smallness of qolpo' 

Under MB conditions, the effectiveness of electron 
scattering by extended defects is determined by the 
relation between qo and the small momentum KPo' which 
is the characteristic scale of the rapid oscillations of 
E1) and b1)1)' (see Sec. 1). At the typical qo ~Kpo, the 
scattering effectiveness becomes maximal and the char
acteristic time of the relaxation processes due to the 
perturbation U(r) coincides with t« tdif' The ratio of 
the times t and timp is arbitrary. It follows therefore 
that in the magnetic-breakdown theory of kinetic phe
nomena there appears a new dimensionless quantity 
y = (Uotf'_alongside the usual parameter Yimp 
= (U otimp) 1 that characterizes the classical analysis (6). 

In the limiting case of strong fields (Yimp « 1), the 
structure of the magnetic-breakdown electric-con
ductivity tensor depends essentially on the "competi
tion" between r and Yimp' Three cases must be dis
tinguished here: 

A. r« Yimp « 1. The role of extended defects is 
negligible. 

B. Yimp« r« 1. The lifetime of the states (2), in 
analogy with the preceding case, is » n~', but it is 
now determined by the extended defects and coincides 
with t. 

C. Yimp« 1, r» 1. The second inequality means 
that the magnetic-breakdown spectrum and the sta
tionary states (2) are destroyed by the scattering of the 
electrons from the extended lattice defects. 

We shall consider all three situations (A, B, C) from 
a unified point of view, simulating the field U (r) by a 
system of randomly disposed force centers (called 
"d centers" henceforth) with a macroscopic action 
radius do» ao (ao is the interatomic distance) on the 
order of the distance between them and the character
istic,potential uo « EOF (EOF is the Fermi energy). In 
addition, we assume that do is much smaller than the 
characteristic Larmor radius rH' This condition means 
that qo» Kpo' . i.e., the scattering of the electron by 
each d-center is effective (in the scale of KPo). The 
number of short-range impurities per lattice atom 
(cimp) is assumed, as usual, to be small. 

In the assumed model, the tensor C1ik is expressed 
in terms of the single-electron density matrix p 
averaged over the positions of the impurities and the 
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d-centers. The quantum kinetic equation (QKE) for the 
matrix pwill be derived in Sec. 3 by an iteration 
method' ) constituting a "static" modification of the 
formalism of generating functionals[l1). It automatically 
yields compact operator expressions for the terms of 
the iteration series that determines the "collision in
tegral." These expressions are quite convenient for 
estimates and make it easy to determine the dimen
sionless parameter of the iteration expansion connected 
with the macroscopic d-centers. It turns out that under 
MB conditions, when the density matrix p has no clas
sical analog, this parameter is equal to tl~, where 
{3 == u d /flv coincides with the quantity introduced in 

o 0 0 0 
subsection 1 of Sec. 1. (In the absence of MB, the 
"collision integral" is expanded in powers of (u/EOF)2 
«f3~). Thus, a closed expression can be written for 
the quantum "collision integral" in the presence of 
d-centers (do ~ rH) and MB only in the case when J3~« 1. 

The analysis of the "coherent" situations A and B, 
which are characterized by a small broadening of the 
terms E1/' reduces to investigation of the diagonal part 
of the QKE, expressed in the 1/ representation. Owing 
to the peculiarly irregular nature of the magnetic
breakdown spectrum, all the quantities that enter in the 
QKE are in this representation in fact random functions 
of the quantum numbers 1/. On the other hand, it is 
obvious that O'ik depends analytically on the MB prob
ability w(H). This leads to the need for constructing an 
effective analytic procedure that makes it possible to 
express O'ik in terms of the integral characteristics of 
the random spectrum E1/' The general method of solving 
this problem is formulated in subsection 1 of Sec. 4. 
The main idea of the method is to replace the random 
phases Sa (E1)' pz)11-l by independent variables CPa and 
introduce an effective distribution function X(E, Pz, Px , 
qla) in terms of which O'ik can be expressed. We con
struct for X an effective kinetic equation that is the 
magnetic-breakdown analog of the classical Boltzmann 
equation. For the effective transition probabilities per 
unit time we obtain closed expressions that depend Sig
nificantlyon w. The general formulas for O'ik are in
vestigated in Sec. 4 for both coherent situations A and 
B. In case B, the inequalities qo/Po « 1 and t/tim «1 
enable us to find in closed form an analytic depen~nce 
of C1ik on w·for an arbitrary magnetic-breakdown con
figuration. 

In Sec. 5 we investigate the case C under the 
additional condition t» T , which means that the d o 0 
centers have no effect on the tunneling of the electron 
through the MB regions. We shall show that, accurate 
to quantities ~ e -I' « 1, it is described by the classical 
kinetic equation (with an arbitrary electron-impurity 
collision integral), supplemented at the MB nodes by 
special boundary conditions that contain the MB prob
ability as a stochastic factor and do not depend on the 
d-center parameters. The result, which verifies and 
generalizes the FS approach, yields a complete de
scription of the stochastic situation (see Sec. 1). We 
obtain this result in general terms, using only those 
properties of the QKE which are connected with the 
smallness of H, F" and Tit and do not depend on the 
value of the parameter f30 ' 

3. THE QUANTUM KINETIC EQUATION 

We assume first that the electron gas moves through 
a system of no identical randomly-disposed scattering 
centers. The current density j is determined, accurate 
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to quantities -::; 1tnokT2\ by the following equations: 

j= ~ Sppv, p=«j», ~ [ie+ f,u(r-.RI),t] =e(S"kvk)/:(.16). (6) 
,~' 

Here V is the volume of the system, V is the electron
velocity operator, fo(E) is the Fermi distribution func
tion, f/(E) == dfo/dE, Ck (k = x, y, z) is the electric field 
intenshy, u (r - R) is the potential of an individual center 
located at the lattice site R; the brackets « ... » denote 
averaging over all the possible configurations 
{Rl , ... , RnJ The averaged density matrix p satisfies 
the QKE 

(ie+i)p=-e(S".v.)/o'(ie) , .1t-,""ili-'[ie,.,.], (7) 

The tilde denotes throughout linear transformation in 
the space of "ordinary" operators, and Jp is the quan
tum analog of the collision integral and is to be de
termined. 

The operator p is expressed in terms of the right
hand side of (7) with the aid of the Green's function of 
the QKE (6). From the definition of G we have 

(~+J)G=T, Ti"",a. G=«;§», (8) 

(i6 + L f.iR, )§=J, uRa=-ili-'[uR,a], u".,Eiu(r-R), (9) 
- 1=1 

where a is an arbitrary operator and ~ is the Green's 
function of the "microscopic" equation (6). The pro
duct AS is used throughout in its matrix meaning. 
Applyi~ to (9) the op~ration <C .. », we can easily ex
press G in terms of Ga , which is a linear transforma-

1 ~ 

tion obtained by averaging '§ over R2 , "', Rno (Rl is 
fixed). In turn, Ga is connected with Ga R ' and so on. 

1 1 2 

The infinite chain of linear transformations G, Gal' 
Ga R,'" can be replaced by one generating functional 

10 2 

G.,= L ;i (R", .. ,R",) exp{.E III (R,) }[ L exp{.E III (R,) }] -, 
{R1, ..• ,Rn,,} j-=I' (RI.o .. ,R n ) 1=1 

, . (10) 

The summation in (10) is over all the configurations 
{Rl , ... , RnJ, and ~ (R) is an arbitrary real function 
with the meaning of the external field, in which the 
scattering centers have a Boltzmann distribution. The 
functional G~ is connected with the linear transforma
tion 

which coincides with J of formula (7) at ~(R) == 0 and 
which satisfies the following functional-derivative 
equation 

1"=coA,,, L iIae"(R)- LURG" (o],,/oIllR), 
R R 

A,,= Le"'CR)No-i, 
R 

(11) 

(12) 

The summation here is over all No sites of the crystal 
lattice, and Co = no/No. In the derivation of (12), we took 
(9)- (11) into account and used the identity 

oG"/BIllR=-G,, (BG" -i/BIll R ) G", 

The solution of (12) can be represented in the form of 
the series 

(13) 

J~T) = L i~, .. ,R' exp {L III (RI ) }, 

(R', •.. tRr} 1=1 
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in which J{(r) } does not depend on .p (R) or c . 
Ru ... , Rr 0 

SubstitE,tin,&: (13) in (12) and s!...multaneously expanding 
<:r.p = (Jt"+ J~rl in powers of J.p' we obtain after simple 
calculations 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 stand for Rl and R2 • The 
smallness of Co or uR (see below) enables us to confine 
ourselves to the first term of the iteration series (13). 
ExpreSSing the solution (14) in the form 

l~t)=uR(1 + (i6+UR) -I) 

and taking into account the identities 

(16) 

i~±) (z) =gC±) (z) +gC±) (z) t~±) (z) g'±) (z), gC±) (z) = (z-ie±iO) -', (18) 

where t1f(z) is the scattering operator defined by the 
equation 

t~±) =UR+UR (iG-z±iO) -, t~±), (19) 

we obtain, after substituting (17)- (19) in (16) and 
changing over to the diagonal TJ representation, the 
sought "collision integral": 

-c+) "c-) , (n _ i ~ {(lR (E,) ).,PII' (/R (E,» ,'.' 
P ... - h Co ~ E,-E.,-iO 

h.~,t' 

.... l+) ... (-) 

_(/ R (E.).,'pn(tR (E'»""+(t'+)(E'» ,_ (t<-)(E» ,} (20) 
E,-E.+;O R. ., P,. P., R • ,. ' 

In the derivation of (20) we have discarded integrals 
of the type 

S dz tC+) (z) [gc+) (z), p1IC-) (z)gC-) (z). 

This is valid with quasiclassical accuracy, since the 
poles of t<±)(z) have imaginary parts »llno' and 
PTJTJ' ~ 0 at In - n'l » 1. 

If the system contains two types of scatterers (im
purities (I) and d-centers (II)), then the QKE, apart 
from inessential crossing terms, can be expressed in 
the form: 

(~+ ].) p=-e (S".v,,) to' (~), ].=J,+Jn . (21) 

Here JI and J II are obtained from J of formulas (8)

(13) by the substitutions cI,1I - Co and uI,1I - u (the 
subscripts I and II denote throughout quantities per
taining to impurities and d-centers, respectively). The 
"collision integrals" ji,IIp are determined in closed 
form by formula (20) under the condition that the series 
(13) converge rapidly enough. We shall make the cor
responding estimates later on. 

For short-range impurities we have ';It) ~ Jt), and 

consequently the iteration expansion of JIP is in powers 
of cI « 1. To obtai£, an estiqtate for the case of d
centers, we expand J~~)p and J~)p (see (13)-(15)) in 

powers of ull and retain the first two nonvanishing 
terms in uo' Since the magnetic-breakdown operator p 
cannot be represented, generally speaking, in the 
"quasiclassical" form (5), while the matrix elements 
PTJTJ' as functions of pzPx vary significantly over the 
interval ~ KPo «1J.d~l (see Secs. 1 and 2), it follows that 

I (Uup) .. ,HIi-'(uup) .. ,I, (22) 
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Substituting (22) in J(l,2)p and noting that cn ~ a~d~, we 
gee) II 

It is interesting to note that ~o i~ a parameter of l;.,h~ 
iteration expansion not only for JIl' but also for ~t 
if f30 « 1, then ~~) can be calculated, as is well known 
(see[12]), by the Born approximation, and at f3o » 1 the 
quasiclassical approach is valid. It follows from the 
foregoing that in the calculation of JnP we can put 

f~~) = un in the first two terms of (20). In the remaining 

terms it is necessary to take into account the second 
Born approximation since ~ uRP = o. 

R 
We emphasize that the estimates obtained for the 

d-centers are valid under the condition do 'S rH 

tbd~1 ~ KPo)' If do» rH, then the criterion for the 
applicability of (20) beginS to depend on H. 

The transformations JI •Il satisfy the quasiclassical 
correspondence principal, which is formulated in the 
following manner: if b = bm (p) is an arbitrary operator 
given by (5), then JI,nb = BgP) (p) where 

(I,ll) ( .... (KJI) ~ S (I,II) , 
Bm p)=hll bm(p)"".c... Jmm , (p,p )6(sm'(p) 

m' 

(23) 

1~~~I) (p, p') = (2n) -, fi-' c~',II) 11:::~,I) (p, p') I', (23a) 

Here c~,n) is the concentration per unit volume, 

T(I,II)(P, p') are the scattering operators in the (p, m) 
mm '~ 

representation at H = 0, and J~~~b are the classical 

collision integrals. Relation (23) is obtained from (20) 
in the zeroth apprOximation in K after essentially 
straightforward but cumbersome transformations, in 
which account is taken of the equality 

t<±) (E, R) =L .... +Ka+t<±) (E, O)KaLa, 

Ka=exp { -i eHcY x}, La=exp ( R !J (24) 

(R = {x, Y, Z}), which follows from (19) and from the 
commutation relations [uR' KR] = [i", KRLR] = 0, and 

~(+) ~(+) 

also from the fact that tI~I (E, 0) = T I~I accurate to 

quantities ~ ao/rH, doirH. The independence of JI,nb 
of the MB parameters plays an important role in what 
follows. 

The reciprocal relaxation times ti~p and 1-1 are of 
the same order as the factors v(I)(p) and v(n) (p) pre-

m m 
ceding bm (P) in the "departure" term of the collision 
integral (23). In the first order in ~o' we have 
v(II)(p) = VII' where vn is a constant that does not de-
pe~d on p or m. Noting that ~I) ~ d~3, we find from 
(23) and (23a) that 1-1 ~ f3ou;;6- , and at the same time 
qo ~lld~l. 

4. CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY 
(THE "COHERENT" SITUATIONS A AND B) 

1. In the coherent situations A and B, the operator 
Pk (the subscript k = x, y, z indicates that the electric 
field tC is dir~cted along the k axis) can be sought in 
the form of a series in powers of (' = ('imp + r. We 
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consider first open periodic configurations. The aver
age velocity is then (vzlrm ~ (Vxlrm ~ Vo (see Sec. 1) 
and Pz x are deter mined, accurate to values - y, by 
the diagonal part of the QKE (21): 

(I.p~~; )""=-efff."(~.,,),,J,' (E,), (;;~~! ) .. ,=p~"') 6 .. " P.,,=P~~:+O(y). 
(25) 

At the same time, (Vy)l11j = O. The series for fir there
fore begins \!ith terms that do not depend on y. Taking 
the relationJt"Px = eHc-1vy into account, we obtain 

p,=P':') +p~o +O(y'), p~') =cfff,H-'(p./o'(i6)-C.) , 

(P':o) .. ,=-ihcfff.H-' (I. (p./o' (~) -G.) .. , (E,-E,') -'; (26) 

(26a) 

The first term in p(O) has the usual "drift" form, and y ~ 

the diagonal operator C is determined by Eq. (26a), 
which is obtained from {he condition that there be no 
singularities in the terms - y. Applying the corre
spondence pringlple (23) to the right-hand side of (26a) 
and neglecting J(cl)(P fO') in the zeroth approximation 

II x 
in timp/tdif, we obtain 

I.(p.k)=Qm(P)[o', Qm(P) 

... ~S 1~~,(p,p')6(em(P)-Sm'(P'» (p.-p.')dp'. (27) 
m' 

Formulas (25)- (27) show that the determination of 
Pk reduces to solution of lhe equati2ns for the diagonal 
operators P:,) z ::= etC x zCx , z and Cy ' Introducting the 

notation b(x, z)(p) ::= v(x, z)(p), b(Y) ::= Q (P) and ex-
m ~ m m m 

pressing (JsCk)1j1j in explicit form, we obtain ~th the 
aid of (20), (21), the "optical theorem" for r(±) [13], and 
the relation 21TiO(x) = (x - 1Or1 - (x + iOr1, 

2n \'1 1 (I) , (II), (0) (» (» h .c...(c, t .. ,(E .. R) 1 +clllt .. , (E"R) 1 )6(E,-E,')(x, -u )=b .. , 
R,Il' 

(28) 

We now express the sums over R in terms of the 
amplitudes aa (1j) (Sec. 1). To this end we use Eqs. (2) 
and (24) as well as the independence of t(E, 0) ofH. 
Discarding the terms that oscillate rapidly in Y and 
neglecting the quantities proportional to ao/rH and 
djrH' we obtain from (28) 

.. N 

~S dj{' S dp: ~la"(T])a"'(l']')I'l"",(p"p:,E.)()(~·) -x~~) ) 
11' 0 a,a'_1 

N 

= ~li:·)(p"E.)la"(T])12, 
a=1 

(I) (II) (I,ll) 

laa.·=laa:+Jaa.', J aa.' (pz,p/,E) 

= S v.-' dp. S v,-' dp:l~';;.l:> (p, p'), 
(a,p"E) (a',p,',R') 

(') S (It) -I De = bm (p) v, dp., (29) 

The symbol (a, Pz, E) denotes that the integration pro
ceeds along the contour of the a-th section of the tra
jectory €m(a)(P) = E, Pz = const; we used formula (5) 
to express the right-hand side of (29). 

It is very important in what follows that the random 
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dependence of aa on TJ is expressed in terms of ETJ' 
Indeed, it follows from (3) and (4) that 

a~(1])"'ii~(S(E" p,)/i-', X) (S={S,' ... ' SN}), 

where aa (qJ,f) are smooth analytic functions of qJa 
and f and are periodic in qJa and fwith period 21T. This 
suggests that the solution of (29) be sought in the form 

(30) 

where the function X(k)(qJ,f, Pz, E), which is periodic 
in qJa and 1', is assumed to depend smoothly on all its 
arguments. 

To obtain an effective kinetic equation that determines 
X (k)( qJ, f, Pz, E) we start from the following two equa
tions: 

N 

2n/i I:6 (E-E.(p" X» = I:T~F~(S(E,p,)/i-"X), (31) 

lii~(tp, X) I'=F~ (tp, X) (1: T~F~ (tp, X) ) _I, 
~-I (32) 

F~"'2nl :: 16 (ID(tp,X)I), 

where D(qJ,f) is obtained from the second determinant 
of (4) by the substitution Sa1i-1 - qJa. Formula (31) 
follows directly from (4)'t formula (32) can be proved 
by using the technique of 4). Equations (31) and (32) 
enable us to express (29) in the form 

-2n t Iti~(T})I'J dJ~'''J dp: j~~.(p"p:,E.)F~.(tp(E"p:),X') 
G,a. ==1 0 

N 

X lx'" (tp(E., p/ ), X', E., p.') -x~') 1 = I: b~k) (E., p,) la~(1]) I', 

tp(E .. P.) ",S (E., p.)h-' • (33) 

The functions Fa and FaX can be expanded in a Fourier 
series in the harmonics exp{ilqJ(E, p~)} (La = 0, ± 1, ... ). 
All the terms of this series with I -I 0 oscillate rapidly 
as functions of p~, with a period ~ Kpo <~ Po and qo' 
!.Eillrese'!!ing the characteristic intervals of variation of 
JlI) and J(II), respectively. In the integration with re
spect to P~ they make a small contribution -;; -/Kpflqo 
to (33). With this accuracy, we can retain in (33) only 
the zeroth harmonics Fa and FaX, after which only 
laa (TJW and X", remain with an irregular dependence on 
TJ. Replacing in them Sa (E1J' pz)fI-1 by the independent 
variables qJa and using the Identity (32), we obtain 

2n :'3 

J ... S dj{' dcp.' ... dCPN' J dp,'W(tp, X, p,lcp', X' ,p.') 
o , 

N 

x (x(k)(tp,p"X,E)-X,k)(tp',X',p:,E)= I: b~) (E,p,)F~(tp,X), (34) 

W(cp,X,p,lcp',X',p.')= 2n~+I tF~(tp,X) 
a.,tI=1 

?< F'('f/,X')J~,(p"p.',E»O. (34a) 

The quantity W(qJ,f, PzlqJ',f', p~) in the effective 
kinetic equation (34) can be interpreted as the proba
bility, per unit time, of a transition with a change of Pz, 
1', and the "quantum numbers" qJa' The integral 
operator in (34) is a degenerate operator of rank N in 
terms of the variables qJQ! and f. It is therefore pos
sible to change from the (N + 2)-dimensional integral 
equation (34) to the following system of N one-dimen
sional integral equations: 
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N 

X~k) - I: J Ma~"(p"E)J~ .. ~,(p,,p.',E)X~~) (p:,E)dp: 
o;',a."_1 

(35) 

( I aD aD I [N aD I -I M~a,=2n acp~ acp~' &(ID(tp, X) I) I:I acp; 'ii,(p" E)] >, 
~=t 

S (I) dp. '\1,= ('11m (P)+'IIn)-. 
V, 

(~,p:.E) 

(35a) 

Here x~k) = <X (k) (qJ , 1', Pz' E)F Q! (qJ, f» , the angle 
brackets < > denote averaging over qJa. and :'It with weight 
(21T)-N - 1, the quantities v~{P) and VII are defined in 

Sec. 3, and X~k)(pz, E) is proportional to the number 
density of particles located on section a. In the deriva
tion of (35) we used expressions (35) and took into ac
count the fact that (Fa> = 1. In (35), the entire de
pendence on w(H) is contained in the matrices Maa." 
which describe the effective magnetic-breakdown re
laxation in the plane Pz = const. 

To calculate 

a .. = (V~k)-ISp p.~. 

in terms of X, we note that 

~ ~ V -f, J J dp. 
Spdxf,'= (2nh) , LJ dp,X~(p,,8,) dm(p)-;.-; 

G=I (a.,Pz,t,) 

SpdJ'a=SpaJd. (36) 

Here a is an arbitrary Hermitian operator and 
d = dm<P) is an arbitrary operator of the type (5). The 
first relation in (36) can be proved on the basis of (5) 
and (30)- (32), neglecting the quantities that oscillate 
rapidly in pz. The second relation can be verified 
directly with the aid of (20) and (23); as seen from (26), 
it enables us to use the correspondence principle (23) 
to calculate (Jiy in the first nonvanishing order in y. 
After simple transformations, in which (23), (25)-(27), 
and (36) are taken into account, we obtain 

(IL, IL'=X,Z), (37) 

(38) 

-t J Q~ (p" 8p)X':') (p" 8p) dP'). (39) 
~_t 

Here dSp is the area element on the Fermi surface; the 
entire dependence on the MB is contained in the 
"diagonal" quantities x~k); (Jik (H) = (Jki (- H). Formulas 

(37)-(39), together with (35), describe completely the 
two coherent situations A and B. 

Closed configurations differ from the open ones only 
in that E17 and aa (q) do not depend on l' and in that 
v(x) = O. In this case (Jiy and (Jzz can be calculated 

TJTJ 
from formulas (37)-(39) and (35), by regarding D(qJ) 
as the first of the determinants of (4) (Sh -1 - qJ); (Jix 
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for closed configurations is obtained from O'iy by mak
ing the substitution Px - -Py in (27), (38), and (39). 

2. Let us examine the transition to the usual clas
sical description [6] as w - 0 and w - 1, when the mag
netic breakdown configuration breaks up into Lo and Ll 
independent classical trajectories made up of one or 
several sections a. For the sake of argument, these 
trajectories can be regarded as closed. It follows 
therefore from (1), (4), and (32) that 

lim !D(c:p) \=2L fI}os (~c:p~I2) I, L=Lo,L" (40) 
10_0,1 1_1 (0 

where 1 numbers the independent orbits and the symbol 
(1) means that the summation is over all the sections a 
belonging to the orbit (if the magnetic-breakdown con
figuration is open, then a phase shift equal to X/2 ap
pears in the arguments of several of the cosine func
tions). Substituting (40) in (35), we find that 

limM~~'=~,-'- (~v~) -', 
to_O,1 

(/) 

if a and a' pertain to the same 1; otherwise, Maa I = O. 
From this fact and from (35) it follows that all Xa = Xl 
on the orbit l, where Xl satisfy, accurate to ~ timp/tdif, 
the classical electron-impurity kinetic equation aver
aged over the time of revolution along the orbits l: 

£ 

~ S Ji,I! (p" p,') (X/') (P.) _X,\") (p:)) dp: =oi') (p.), 
1'_1· 

J- (I) _ '(1 '(1J (I) ,,(l) _, '(1 ,,(l) 
It' - k.A~ 0:0:', V, - '-- Ua. • (41) 

0) 0') (I) 

The quantity xfk)(pz) has the meaning of a classical 
distribution function that is homogeneous along each of 
the orbits. 

We consider next the Hall mobility O'xy for metals 
with closed magnetic-breakdown configurations. In this 
case the second term, which results from Tr vxx(y) 
vanishes together with v(x), and at n- f n. (n- and n. are 

TITI 
the number densities of the electrons and holes) we 
arrive at the well-known formula 

(42) 

The form of the remaining O'ik (including O'xy for open 
magnetic-breakdown configurations) depends essentially 
on the ratio of timp and t. 

3. In case A it is in general impossible to establish 
an explicit dependence of O'ik on w, owing to the com
pl~ated structure of the integral kernels Jaa,(pz, p~) 
<'>J Jg1/(pz' p~). A qualitative investigation of this 
situation can be carried out in the to approximation, 
putting to = timp [4,14,15]. We consider here rigorously 
a special but frequently encountered (Be, Mg, Zn, etc.) 
case, when a narrow layer of open MB configurations, 
of width lip « Po' exists in p- space, and the remaining 
configurations are closed. If Yimp is small enough, then 
the main contribution to X~) is made by electrons mov
ing with average transverse velocity laEn/aPxl ~ Vo 
(see Sec. 1), Le., electrons from a narrow layer. Con
sequently, at k = x the integral part of Eqs. (35) is pro
portional to (op/Po)X(Yl. Discarding it in the zeroth 

a 
order in lip/po and calculating the integrals MaS in the 
right-hand side of (35), we easily obtain O'xx and O'zx 
(37) for an arbitrary system of magnetic-breakdown 
orbits. 
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Let us examine by way of example the'configuration 
of Fig. b, which is symmetrical about the Py axiS, as
suming for simplicity that T2 « Tl (T1 2 are the per
iods of revolution along the orbits 1 and 2). In view of 
the symmetry of the orbits, the integration variables 
in (35a) are CPl = CPl,. = CPl,-' (/J2 = (/J2,. = (/J2,- (a == (m, ±), 

where "+" and "-" denote the upper and lower sections 
of the orbit m). It also follows from symmetry con
siderations that X(y) = 0 outSide the layer op. The in-a 
tegral part of (20) is therefore s mall also at k = y. 
Taking the foregOing into account, we obtain with the 
aid of (37), (38), (35), and (32) in the zeroth-order 
approximation in T 2/T 1 : 

10) + (MB) (MB) 8e2 b.' S ,w (Ii, p" eF) dp, (43) 
(Jxx=cr~ 0," , Oxx = n;(2nh)3 arCSIn 2-w(H,Pz,Ep) ~(p,,8J1') , 

_ (0) + (0) (MB) _ 8ecb.Ii-t S Q + (p" ep) 
axy-aXII aXil , O'xv - - ---

(2nli) 3 n ~ (p., ep) 

. w(Ii,p.,ep) d 
xarCSlll p •. 

2-w (Ii, P" EF) 
(44) 

Here ~(o) - ~ I Ii --II -Ii -Q - -Q - -Q vik - vik w = 0' - 1,' - 1,-' • - 1,' -- 1,-' 

Since O'~B) ~ w(lip/po)O'o (ao is the electric conductivity 
at H = 0), we get O'(MB»> 0'(0) ~}'~ 0'0 at w 

xx xx Imp 
»ylmp(P/oP). The effect of the magnetic breakdown 

on O'xy becomes manifest only in metals with n- = n., 

where 0':; ~ Y;mpO'o' According to (44), the "uncom
pensation" produced by the MB becomes significant 
when w» Yimp(P/op). 

Even at small angles t} between H and the chosen 
symmetry directions, all the variables (/Jm ± in (35a) , 
become independent. This changes radically the de
pendence of Ma j3, O'xx, and O'xy on w. According to the 
scheme for the derivation of (34), this change occurs 
when ISm. - Sm _I'h- l becomes much larger than unity, 
correspo~ding to't} <.,fK. Such a strong anisotropy of 
O'xx and O'xy is due to coherent interference effects that 
are typical of MB. 

4. Case B is easiest to investigate by making direct 
use of (34), which can be rewritten in the form 

N 

(WI+WII)x(» (c:p,k,p.)=B(·) (c:p,X,P.), B(')"" ~b~') (p.,Ep)F~(c:p,k). 
.-, (45) 

The operators i\ and WII are obtained from "collision 
integral" (34) by replacing J aj3 with Jg1 and Jg~, 
respectively. Since the function X(k) changes signif
icantly together with Eik)(pz) over an interval ~ Po » qo' 
it follows that JUI) I(P , p') in (45) can be represented 

aa z z ' 
accurate to quantities ~ qo/po' in the following form: 

J.~~) (p" p:) =m.' (p.)vn6 •• ,{j (p,-p.') , 

m~'= S dp./v •. 
(a,PI'~") 

(46) 

According to this expreSSion, the integral kernel of the 
operator WII depends parametrically on Pz, and con
sequently the transitions with chan$e of Pz in (45) are 
determined only by the operators WI' Le',EY the im
purities. On the other hand, the inequality t« timp 
makes it possible to solve (45) by iteration with respect 
to the parameter t/timp' regarding WI as a small per-
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turbation. It must_be recognized here that the homo
geneous equation WUX = 0 has a nontrivial solution 
Xo(cp, f, pz) == X(Pz), where x(pz) is an arbitrary func
tion of Pz. This suggests that the solution of (45) be 
sought in the form 

x(»=jt(k' (p,) +xi" ('P,:!t, p,) +0 «tltimp) '). 

where x~k) satisfies the equation 

",,,xi') =0'" ('P,:!t, p,)-w,jt(A) (p,), (47) 

and the function x:(k) is determined from the following 
condition of solvability of Eq. (47): «(WIx:(k) - B(k»> = 0 

(the operation <...> is defined in (35». Recognizing that 
(F a> = 1, this relation can be rewritten in the form 

S ( t l~~. (p"p,'») (jt(" (p,)-jt'"(p,'»dp,'=B("(p,) , (48) 
«,(1.'=1 

" 
B("= E li~" (p,). 

If B(k) f 0 then X(k) - [It· )X'k) and we have x(k) 
, 1 Imp' a 

= x:(k) (pz) + O(t/~mp) in (37) and (38). It follows there
fore that the quantity x:(k)(pz) can be regarded as a sort 
of "ergodic" distribution function that is general for the 
entire magnetic-breakdown configuration. As is seen 
from (48), this quantity is independent of w and lin' We 
emphasize that the ergodic distribution x~k)(pz) 
= x(k)(pz) does not coincide, Jf,enerally speaking, with 
the claSSical distributions x~k) (see (41) that are ob-

tained in the limit as w - 0 or 1. The_ point is that at 
w = 0 or 1 the homogeneous equation WUX = 0 has Lo or 

L1 independent solutions (as many as there are inde
pendent classical trajectories). In the general case, 
L o,l> 1 and (48) is not a sufficient condition for the 

solvability of (47). A simple analysis shows that the 
transition from (47) to the classical equations (41)4) 
occurs at w(l - w) - 1!timp « 1. 

In a number of situations of physical interest we 
have B(k) = 0 (see below). In this case x(k) = 0, X(k) 

Q! 

= (x~k)F a>' As a res.lllt of (46) and of the degeneracy of 

the integral kernel Wn with respect to CPa and k, Eq. 

(47) is equivalent to the following system of linear 
algebraic equations for the quantities X~k): 

N N 

x,:" (p,)- EM.~'m~·X~(·' (p,) =v,,-' E M.~' li~' (p,), (49) 
p_t P"",1 

where M~{3 is obtained from Ma{3 of the system (35) by 

the substitution 1i{3 - m~. As seen from (49), the quan

tities X~k), which are proportional to vi~' can be ex

pressed in elementary fashion via the integrals M~{3(W), 
which are determined uniquely by the topology of the 
magnetic-breakdown configuration and by the values of 
the masses m~. 

The results can be interpreted in the follOwing 
manner. If j3(k) = 0, then the stationary current in the 
system is established mainly by the rapid relaxation, 
due to the d-centers, of the "coherent" variables fand 
cpa. This process is described by Eq. (49). At B(k) f 0, 
the presence of the d-centers leads only to "ergodicity" 
of the electron distribution in the plane pz = const, and 
stationarity is ensured by the electron-impurity inter
action, which does not conserve pz. 
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We now apply the calculation scheme described 
above to open configurations, which break up into closed 
orbits as w - 0 or w - 1 (see Figs. b and c). In this 
situation, which is typical of MB, we have: 

N N 

jj(X'= ,E.l.""o, .l.= S dp.; jj("= L, Q.; 
(II,PI,B) 

(50) 

It follows therefore that O'xx and <7z,x are determined in 
closed form on the basis of (49) (b~x) == ~a) and (37). 

In particular, for the symmetrical configuration b in 
the figure (T 2 « T) we have 

16e'b,' S A(w) dp, w t 
0,,= (2nli)'v" m,'(p" 8F) (1-A(w» - 1-w timpo" 

1 w 
A(w)"'" 2narcsin 2-w' (51) 

Here mi is the effective mass !!.f the orbit 1. Formula 
(51) holds true for w(l - w»> t/timp; in its derivation, 
the width of the layer of open configurations, unlike in 
(43), was assumed to be arbitrary. 

The remaining components, namely O'iy and O'zz 
((37)-(39» and, in analogy, the entire tensor O'ik, are 
determined for closed configurations, accurate to 
- t/~mp, by the ergodic distributions 

X(y,z) = x(Y'z)(pz, E:F), which satisfy Eq. (48). It is of 
interest to note that the second term in (38) vanishes, 
owing to the ergodicity of x~) and therefore there is 

no magnetic-breakdown "unco~pensation" of <7xy in the 
zeroth order approximation in tltimp (cf. (44». 

5. CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRIC 
CONDUCTIVITY (CASE C) 

As is clear from the foregOing, the density matrices 
Pk describing the cohere'lt situations A and B must 
satisfy the relation I (JIIP)l1l1'i - 71n!Pl1l1", For the case 

C (y» 1) this estimate is incorrect. To verify this, we 
assume the opposite. Then, accurate to terms - 7-1 , we 
have JuP = - elf kvio'. According to the correspondence 

principle (23), this equation has the quasiclassical solu
tion P = Pm (p) and .f~f~ = - elfk''kf~, where 3ifl) is de-

termined by formula (23). Since 

j,(,cl'p_t;~ p«Q,p, 

we arrive at a contradiction. 

The foregoing reasoning suggests that we seek the 
solution of the QKE (21) in the form P = p~)(p) + pH>, 
where p~)(p) satisfies the classical BoltzmaI3..n equation 
with an electron-impurity collision integral Jicl) , and 

p(!) is a small increment to p(O) and has no classical 
analog. The influence of MB becomes manifest in the 
fact that p~)(p) experiences discontinuities on going 
through the magnetic-breakdown nodes. With allowance 
for this circumstance, the equation for p~)(p) takes the 
form 

ap./ar:.+l~(cl'p!" (p) =-elS.vJ,' (E), 

p. (r:., E, p,) ""p~;~, (p (r:., E, p,». 

(52) 

The variable 7 a was introduced in Sec. 1 (formula 5»; 
the functions PO! (7 a, E, pz) are analytic on the intervals 
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[0, Tal. For an unambiguous determination of Pa, Eq. 
(52) should be supplemented by boundary conditions, the 
form of which is determined by the requirement 
Ip (l) 1« Ip(O) I 

1]1]' 111J' • 
Substituting P = p(O) + 15(1) in the QKE (21) and apply

ing formulas (5), (23), and (52) to p(0l, we obtain after 
simple transformations, carried out in the zero-order 
approximation in UoTo « 1\ taking into account the dis
continuous character of P~ (p), 

N 

(.1C+l.)P{l'= r.(f:(+'-i~-'), f~±' =P<:' (:M,p,)6.('t~±'), (53) 

where the matrix elements of the operator 5y {t) are 
obtained in the 1] representation by substituting the 0 
functions oayo (TO! - t) in the quasiclassical expression 
(5)5). It is expedient in what follows to express jj (1) in 
terms of the solutions ~~t{t) of the ~onstatio~ary QKE, 
which satisfy the initial conditions (~it (O) = f~!); 

N ~ 

p(I)= r.S (<D~+) (t)-<Dt) (t»dt, <D~±) (t)=E(t)t~±) , (54) 

E""exp {-(~+l.)t}. 

We now obtain the form of ~~) (t) for t = t' , where t' is 
an arbitrary instant of time satisfying the inequality 
To « t' « vn «U~l. In the zeroth approximation in 
"UTo we obtain 

q,!"') (t') =exp {-.1tft'} 1~") . 
Since the operators fi;) and f~-) are "localized" on 

oppo~ite sides of the MB region, it follows that ~(+\t') 
and ~(-){t') have entirely different structures. Whereas 
~ (-'{t') is completely determined by quasiclassical 
dynamics 

tD.(-) (n =p.(-) 6.(t') (<D!-) (t) =E(t-t') <D~-) (t'», (55) 

the operators ~i;) (t') are strongly influenced by the 
magnetic-breakdown scatterinr. Their structure be
comes clear if we express ~ (+ (t') in the (p, m) repre
sentation with allowance for the inequality kT » hUo' 
1'0« t'. Omitting the intermediate steps, which are 
based on the technique used in [4], we present the final 
result directly: 

.£;+) (t')=p~+) ((1.,-w) 6 •. (t') +w&dt'» +A.(t'), 

A. (t') = r. A. (Pu, p:)lipxPx ' lip,p,·1 m(a'), p) (m(~'), pi 
p,p' 

(<D~+' (t)=E(t-t')<D~+) (t'». (56) 

Here a' and f3' label the sections that go out of that 
magnetic-breakdown node into which a enters (cf. Sec. 
1) and w is the MB probability for the same node; the 
function A~, p.y) differs from zero with respect to both 
variables in a small vicinity of the point Py{7'a' = t') 
~ Py{Tf3' = t/), and we are not interested in its detailed 
form. 

A decisive factor in what follows is that Aa (t ') is 
anti diagonal with respect to m in the (p, m) representa
tion (m{a ') ., m(j3/», and consequently has no classical 
analog. Besides ia (t/), !,he sami! property is possessed 
by the operator Aa (t) = L(t - t/)Alf (t'), which remains 
antidiagonal for arbitrary t « n~ .6) For this operator 
we have 
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Sp Aal.A.-vn Sp A.' (Sp A.l.A.>O). 

This estimate, together with the identity 
(dldt) Sp A.'+Sp A.l,A.=O, 

Which follows from the nonstationary QKE and the re
lation (JAr = JA+ (it follows from (6) with allowance for 
the fact that.i and if are Hermitian) shows that 
Aa(t) - ° like exp[-IIJItl. Consequently, Aa(t) makes 
a small contribution, < "i-I, to the integral (54). (The 
vanishing of Aa (t) doe; not contradict the particle
number conservation law (d!dt)Tr Aa (t) = 0, since 
!,r Aa (t/) =_0). To the contrary, the operators 
L(t - t')p(!)oRit/) (see (55) and (56)) remain finite as 
t - ... (TrP(- 0a (t/) ., 0), and therefore makes an in
finite contribution to (56). These infinities must be 
strictly cancelled out. As seen from (55) and (56), this 
compensation arises if 

p~;-) (E, p,) = (i-w) p~+) (E, p,) +wp,(+) (E, p,), (57) 

p,\-) (E, p,) =wp~+) (E, p,) + (i-w) p,(+) (E, p,), 

where a, {3, a', f3', and w are defined in the same 
manner as in (1). E~uations (57) ensure the smallness 
of the increment (1P7i~/1 - VIITolj:l~~d according to 
(54)- (57» and are simultaneously the sought boundary 
conditions needed for a unique determination of 
PO! (1' a, E, pz) (see (52» and of the current density 

The boundary conditions (57) express mathematically 
the fact that w(H) acquires a stochastic meaning under 
the conditions C (see Sec. 1). In the special case Jicl ) == t~l (to approximation) the approach developed 

here is equivalent to the method postulated by FS [2] 

If Yimp « 1, then formulas (52), (57), and (58) 

enable us to obtain the dependence of l1ik on w in closed 
form for arbitrary J(cl) and for arbitrary magnetic
breakdown configurahons. Without dwe lling on the de
tails of the rather simple calculations, we indicate that 
the components l1iy and I1zz for open systems of mag
netic-breakdown orbits (x is the direction in which the 
orbit is open in coordinate space), and also the entire 
tensor lJik in the case of closed configurations, do not 
depend on w in the first non vanishing order in 
Yimp!w(l - w). These components l1ik are identical to 
the O'ik calculated on the basis of ergodic distributions 
of the coherent situation B (Sec. 4, subsection 4). The 
transition to the limit w = 0, 1 in case C occurs on in
tervals w -:s. Yimp, 1 - w -:s. 'Yimp' Le., more abruptly 
than under coherent conditions. 

Under the conditions C, the compon_ent O'xx for open 
configurations remains finite even at Jfl = 0. In the 
limit as Yimp - ° we have 

pa ('ta ) =p~-)-c(S,H-lfo' Pu( 'ta ), 

(59) 

Solving Simultaneously the systems of linear algebraic 
equations (57) and (59) and recognizing that p~'(Py) 
= p~)(Py + by), we can easily obtain the dependence of 

axx and axx on w for each concrete magnetic-breakdown 
configuration. At w(l - w) - 1, this yields 
axx - (n- +n+)ecH- I • The appearance of dissipative 
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~ffects, the values of which do not depend on 'Yimp and 
'Y, qualitatively distinguishes case C from the colierent 
situations A (43) and B (51). 

The method described above can easily be general
ized to include the case of magnetic-breakdown con
figurations that contain very small orbits with Larmor 
frequencies 0'» vn» 0 0 (we consider below, for 

simplicity, small "two- corner" orbits, such as orbits 
2 in the figure). Eliminating the amplitudes of these 
orbits from the system (3), we can set each of these 
orbits in correspondence with an effective s matrix 
that connects the amplitudes of the four "large" sec
tions directly. The effective MB probability (w') then 
depends periodically on qJ' := cS' (E, pz)/ehH (S' is the 
area of the two-corner orbit) and is equal to 

w'=w'[w'+4(1-w)sin'(q/12+ro) ]-1 

(the MB probability w and the phase w, see (1), are 
assumed here to be the same for both corners of the 
orbit). If1l0'» kT » hOo' then w in (56) and (57) 
should be replaced by w' (qJ' (€F, Pz», taking a, f3, a ' 
and f3' to be the indices of the large sections joined by 
the two-corner orbit, and consequently Pa(Ta, €F, pz) 
in (58) now oscillates as a function of l/H with a period 
21Teh/cS' (€F, pz). On the other hand, ifl1o'« kT, then 
we must make in (56) and (57) the substitution 

1ft 

w-+(2n)-1 J w'(cp')dcp'=w(2-w)-'. 

The procedure described here is valid in the zeroth
order approximation in f~O/O' « 1. The foregOing is a 
rigorous justification and development of the procedure 
postulated by Pippard(161 in the to approximation for the 
calculation of electric-conductivity oscillations that 
develop against a stochastic background. 

As is clear from the foregOing, the limits of applica
bility of the results obtained in Sec. 5 are determined 
by the inequalities y» 1 and 1I1ITo « 1, which can be 
satisfied for all values of the parameter f30 (see Sec. 1). 
If f30 'S, 1, then the stochastization occurs at f3ouo.2'> -h0o' 
as follows from the estimate given in Sec. 3 for t. The 
~alues f39» 1 (do'S, rH) can be shown to correspond to 
'Y ~ (rH/do)v'ifo» 1, Le., the case of large f30 and do 
'S rH is inevitably stochastic. This is in full agreement 
with14I. 

6. SOME ESTIMATES 

Under the experimental conditions, small large
scale perturbations can be produced by dislocations. 
The parameters of the dislocation field are 
llo ~ €F~~\ d~2 ~ cdis' f~ do/va, where cdis is the 
dislocation concentration. We see therefore that the 
stochastic situation C is realized at do « rH, corre
sponding to cdis - lOB - 109 cm-2 (H ~ 104 - 105,Oe). 
The case do ~ rH is qualitatively equivalent to the sit
uation Bo If"appears that a rigorous analysis of this 
case is impossible, since the parameter value for the 
dislocations introduced in Sec. 2 is f30 ~ 1. If 
rH/cpis « 1, then the quantum scale is KPo » ~ 
~ hct; . The situation A is then realized for Closed 
configurations. In the case of open magnetic-break
down configurations, a diffusion variation of pz and 
Pic (along the lines En (Pz, Px) = const, see S~c. 1, 2) 
is pOSSible, with a characteristic time td ~ t(KPo/~)2. 

If td « timp' then iJxx ~ (d~/rH:Votimp)iJo' At td» 4mp, 
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the situation A also takes place for open magnetic
breakdown configurations. 

We note also that under MB conditions at temper
atures T » Ka ~ 10-1 - 10-2'1< (a is the Debye tem
perature) the efficiency of the electron-phonon inter
action is increased by (a/T)2 times. Estimates ob
tained by replacing t with the electron-phonon lifetime 
tc _ Ph(h/ka)(a/T)\ show that situations Band C arise 
for this type of interaction at T ~ 20'1<. 

The author is sincere ly grateful to I. M. Lifshitz 
and M. I. Kaganov for interest in the work and for 
valuable discussions. 

l)Other methods proposed in [7-10] for the calculation of aik are in our 
case either inconvenient or not valid in principle. 

2Yfhe formalism developed below can easily be generalized to include 
also the case hlloikT ~ I. 

3)This estimate is incorrect in the absence of MB, for in this case p is a 
"quasiclassica!" operator of the type (5) and uRi> is replaced approx
imately by the classical Poisson brackets, which do not depend on h. 

4)If L = I, then (48) also remains valid when the limit is taken. Of 
course, this situation is possible only under the strong-breakdown 
condition w --. I. 

5)Strictly speaking, the 8 functions in (53) should be smeared out by a 
small amount -r o. For this reason the (1/ l.5a 11/') -+ 0 as IErJ - E1/' 1--. 00. 

6Yfhe latter can be obtained from the general formula (6) after making 
the approximate substitution 1s -+ In in Adt), if it is recognized that 
the operator un is diagonal in the band number m as a result of the 
smallness of qolpo. 
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